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"Our ability to reach unity in diversity will be the beauty and the test of our civilization."  

Mahatma Gandhi, "Young India", Jan. 8, 1925. 

What an interesting year. What a horrible year. What a rollercoaster year. What an amazing year. What a year that 

was 2015! Well nobody said global transformation was going to be easy but it sure is stimulating being alive these 

years isn’t it? Well maybe provocative, scary, exciting, weird, enlightening, amazing, liberating, challenging and a 

whole lot of other things thrown in, but hey ‘I wouldn’t be dead for quid’s as my Dad used to say.   

Astrology has been such a gift over this past 30 years to help me make sense of the big evolutionary cycles that 

drive the processes of our world, hence my knowing that we have NEVER before been at such a pivotal moment in 

time & space…EVER. During the 2010s we are in the midst of a ‘global shift’  as our planet passes through the end 

of the 2,000 year Age of Pisces & the birth of a the Age of Aquarius.  

Freedom, invention, liberation & change are the keynote of these years as we transition into a future where we 

must convert unsustainable, destructive systems to sustainable and regenerative ones. After what has felt like a 

harsh and grinding couple of years the brilliant news for 2016 is that the tide is starting to turn at last! It’s time to 

give up trudging the path and start sprinting my friends. It’s time for dreams to come true as we learn to master 

and practice the tools for a conscious life by uniting our hearts & minds to create our lives. This is the gift on offer 

in the midst of the chaos & confusion that always accompanies the death of old systems my friends. 

Here’s a link to a 10 minute u-tube I recorded summarizing 2016 if you want a quick heads up on the year ahead! 
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2016 Brief Overview… January opens with the final connection between ’transformer Pluto’ and 

‘revolutionary Uranus’, the underpinning ‘driver’ of the past 5 years, containing the breaking down the of old 

systems and awakening us to the reality that we must re-invent our world…on every level.  It has been a bizarre 

period full of extremes as radical new technology ushers in a bio-molecular world of designer babies, underwater 

greenhouses, robotics, sustainable energy systems, the cashless society, and scientific proof that our heart/mind 

does indeed create reality through the power of our thoughts and beliefs.  

Extremes too in weather & natural disasters as our solar system is impacted by alterations in our Sun’s magnetisms 

as the result of the galactic alignment of the 26,000 year cycle currently underway. When you add the reality of 

the wanton overuse of fossil fuels & destruction of habitat, it feels like the ‘perfect storm’, which at least in terms 

of what we can control, has finally resulted in the ground breaking agreements just achieved at the Paris Climate 

talks. These must now be translated into practical outcomes, even as the old fossil fuel multinationals continue to 

resist the shift to sustainable energy. 

Then there’s  the predatory capitalism agendas creating the extreme ‘super-rich’ bubble in the midst of truly 

staggering levels of global debt, currently 5 times higher than at the GFC of 2008. And it is all ‘legal’ in a 

government/industrial system that feeds and rewards profit at any cost, at the expense of human & earth rights. 

These same governments have now created the ‘surveillance state’ under the auspices of the war on terror, which 

they created in the first place. And when we resist or speak out about these true crimes against humanity we may 

be prosecuted for telling the truth! Sounds awfully like the lead up to the French and American revolutions yes? 

Well Uranus & Pluto were doing their thing then also! 

It is now time for people in rich developed countries to realize the 

'normal' lifestyle of overconsumption has to change. We must stop 

the constant greed and materialism for the sake of all living beings. 

In other words, growth isn’t an option any more – we’ve already 

grown too much. Scientists are now telling us that we’re blowing 

past planetary boundaries at breakneck speed. And the hard truth is 

that this global crisis is due almost entirely to overconsumption in 

rich countries through exploitation of poor ones. 

Then we have the rise of China onto the global stage as its economy surpasses the US, and it joins the BRICS 

nations to trade in currencies other than US$. China & India have been buying lots of gold in recent years and as 

many commentators have speculated that the western banking cartels can no longer sustain the false reality of 

economic recovery, 2016 will continue the increase in ‘depressions’ hitting many global economies. The oil & 

commodities booms are over and we are already seeing wobbles in the bond/equities markets as global stock 

markets ride unprecedented highs based on goodness only knows what.  Yep it’s all a huge and complex mess 

based on lies and deceit. But for how much longer? 

Well this is where the next pair of planetary dudes comes into play during 2016…Saturn & Neptune…and their 

message brings home the matter of TRUTH & BELIEF. ‘Practical Saturn’ square ‘idealistic Neptune’ becomes a 

central theme for 2016. December 2015 brought us the first of 3 passes of this challenging point in their 36 year 

cycle, with two more to come in June & September 2016. This is another fascinating cycle that began in 1989 when 

they met in the sign of Capricorn to begin their new cycle together, which completes in 2025. 

Briefly this is the socio/economic cycle containing the ideologies & beliefs that drive our society. It is now at its ¾ 

point bringing maximum stress as the process of ‘converting ideals into practice’ or ‘preventing ideals from 
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becoming reality’ is played out. As the Berlin Wall came down in 1989 a new era was born with the rise of a major 

new phase in capitalist globalization and the communist systems in Russia & China also morphed into new phases. 

The thing is that if the old ‘enemy’ of USSR was no longer a threat then the west needed a new enemy to keep the 

war machine rolling along, and our new era of terrorism was born…more details further on in this article.  

So I’m christening 2016 ‘The Year of the Whistle blower’! The question we should all be asking ourselves is why is it 

that brave people who have done this in recent years are called criminals, whilst the governments & corporates 

that create & practice the corruption and misuse of money & resources are never brought to account? Right now 

I’m loving how the film industry (Neptune) is releasing cool movies exposing lies & cover ups in a way no-one in 

authority (Saturn) is willing to do. The movie ‘Truth’ brings us the story of a cover up & misinformation re good old 

George Bush, and ‘The Big Short’ highlights the dark underbelly of the banking System. Yes we can expect lots of 

whistles to blow and movies to show the true nature of the way things currently work on our planet…yay! 

As Saturn continues his progress through Sagittarius until late 2017 we are confronted by the extreme 

polarization between the major religious & political systems that are driving the conflict and suffering in our world. 

Why is it that the ideal of a loving tolerant God (Neptune) that inspired the various religions has been so hard to 

bring to reality (Saturn)? As we are now completing the 2000 year Age of Pisces (Neptune) it’s time to resolve this 

polarization, into the unified spirituality that transcends separate versions of God. Saturn in Sagittarius is a major 

ingredient in this process, & once again the film ‘Belief’ by Oprah Winfrey offers us the synchronicity of individuals 

expressing the Zeitgeist or spirit of the times. More about Saturn & Neptune later in the article. 

Jupiter in Virgo since Sept 15 through to Sept 16 brings us wonderful practical developments to grow our 

lives and major expansion in food/diet & heath industries. In terms of TRUTH & BELIEF it’s time to expose the 

agendas of big agri & pharma versus natural sustainable food & health practices. Time also to start spreading the 

word that we are what we think & eat and even though this is so obvious and totally practical this knowledge is 

also considered revolutionary…go figure! Jupiter heads into Libra in September bringing great new partnership 

options and a PR marketing phase for the practical goodies we are working on until then. 

Activator Mars only does his retrograde thing every 2 years & during 2016 he spends nine whole months dancing 

back and forth between Scorpio & Sagittarius. This is another powerful ingredient in this year’s forward motion 

between the past & the future as he confronts us to examine how our beliefs (Sag) underpin our power (Scorpio).  

Communicator Mercury does his 3 retrograde passes in earth signs this year – January in Capricorn – May in 

Taurus – September in Virgo. This re-enforces the need for time to develop our reality check territory as practical 

plans and organization during these months. More to come on Jupiter & Mars & Mercury further on… 

Our Spiritual Revolution - Spiritual teachings from many 

cultures tell us we are passing through an “Initiation” toward a 

higher level of our human potential. The concept of an ‘end of 

times scenario’ where ‘the forces of darkness do battle with the 

forces of light’ is also a theme in epoch shifting times. This does 

not have to be literal but rather a metaphor for the passing of a 

great 26,000 year cycle as old forms become extinct and new 

ones arise, and we transition from a dark age to the enlightenment of a global shift in perception.  Thus the ‘shift in 

consciousness’ of our times requires that we completely change the old world view that was based on scarcity, 

separation and wanton material consumption. As soon as we embrace this our lives begin to step into a whole new 

magical potential. 
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It is no longer ok to be driven by the instinctual urge for survival, with greed and complete disregard for the natural 

world that is our ‘mother’ source. We live in a ‘unified field’ where all the kingdoms of nature are intricately 

interwoven in an etheric web and our own rational brain is unified with our intuitive nature. Ancient and tribal 

people knew this. The re-awakening of this reality in the western mindset is the purpose of our current era, and 

will be more important than Galileo’s revelation that the Sun is the center of our solar system and Columbus 

sailing west and not falling off the edge of the world.  

Life is not linear…it is circular, and driven by interweaving cycles of creation! For the first time, an entire planet is 

shifting it's vibration into a new dimensional frequency. We are re-programming our DNA sequence as we access 

levels of energy systems beyond 3D reality. Some call this ‘ascension’ as we can now step up into new levels of 

energy systems in our mind/heart that liberate us beyond fear and insecurity. Many souls or groups of souls have 

experienced a shift like this in the past, but never has an entire planet shifted at once. 

This shift in consciousness has demanded from us that we release old limiting 

fears and insecurities. Many of us carrying the seeds of change have been working 

our way through these insecurities as we also manage the general repressive 

feature of the current system that says NO to conscious change. Well the news is 

that the old system no longer has the power they used to. Everything is energy 

right? So when enough people combine their conscious energy the ‘critical mass’ 

begins to swing the pendulum in the opposite direction…it’s just physics. And this 

is what’s happening as multi-millions of us are now thinking and acting the new 

philosophy of sustainability & conscious co-operation.  

I am hearing news of so many people moving into new life phases, including me as I prepare to sell up after 21 

years in the same home! Jupiter in Virgo has us in big cleanup mode as we sort & sift the past and happily say 

goodbye to old beliefs, emotional patterns and in some cases people. The transforming energies of the long term 

Uranus square Pluto revolutionary transformation will leave none of us the way we were, and once we embrace 

the positive energies the excitement in this process is palpable!  

Remember to set your intentions for 2016 on Jan 1
st

 – close your eyes & tune in to your higher Soul consciousness 

and ‘receive’ your inspirations/ideas/goals/dreams. Draw some circles on a large piece of paper and write each in a 

‘thought form bubble’. Visualize them regularly over the weeks/months to empower them and magnetize the 

things/people/resources you need to create the outcomes. Then trust & allow that the ones that are meant to 

manifest for your highest good will do so, and those that don’t just weren’t meant to be…easy!  

Timeline of the major ‘activations’ to our evolutionary journey over the past 8 years…  

 It started when transformer Pluto entered Capricorn in 2008 for the first time in 250 years to bring about 

a massive regeneration of models and systems that run our world…and we experienced the first global 

financial meltdown. Since then global debt has increased x 5 as our financial system is being kept alive 

with false stimulus so the rich can keep getting richer & the poor poorer. 

 Then revolutionary Uranus entered Aries in 2011 for the first time since 1927, and brought us the Arab 

Spring, Occupy Movement, Fukoshima meltdown, and the biological & genetic & techno innovations that 

are the theme of the 7 year period he will spend in Aries. (He enters Taurus in 2018 which is when the 

financial systems will be up for revolution.) 
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 From 2011 Uranus & Pluto began to form a square or challenging aspect in their 127 year cycle. 

Historically these boys have brought us the French Revolution and Great Depression…just so you get the 

idea of the massive social implications of their interaction. 

 Next comes Saturn entering Scorpio for 2 years in 2012. Saturn rules Capricorn, and Scorpio is ruled by 

Pluto, and during 2012-14 the current corporate/government control systems went into overdrive to 

prevent the liberation movement attempting to break through via Uranus/Pluto. This also brought us the 

rise of the surveillance state on every level – ‘The Drone State’.  

 Also in 2012 we had the 2012 Mayan Calendar completing a 26,000 year cycle as our Solar System aligned 

with the plane of our Galaxy. Yes it was a big deal at the time and still is, as this process actually takes 72 

years. More info on this in the appendix as we need to keep this knowledge fresh as it is so important!  

 2012 also ushered in a brilliant new ingredient in this great planetary symphony as Neptune entered the 

sign of Pisces for the first time in 165 years. Is last timing here was in 1840/50/60s. Spirituality & 

mind/body power is now becoming main stream fashionable (as opposed to separative religions). 

 During 2012/3/4/5 Uranus and Pluto have danced past each other 6 times, with one more pass to come in 

Jan/Feb 2016. It takes many years for the longer term outcomes to emerge from these big boys so we 

need to remember that the chaotic and dramatic events of our times are actually giving birth to a whole 

new age and it is up to each of us to be the midwives!  

 In 2015 Saturn stepped into Sagittarius where he will reside until late 2017. This brings the theme of 

religious beliefs based on separation onto the front burner, and we’re already seeing the results. 

 In 2016 Saturn in Sagittarius begins a year of dancing in hard aspect with Neptune in Pisces bringing us the 

themes of truth & lies & belief I have already mentioned.  

So all of these planetary and cosmic cycles underpin collective social developments…in fact they cause them! And 

during these huge new levels of evolution they also stimulate us personally to re-define our deepest values and 

core beliefs about the purpose and meaning of our lives.  

Collectively the global political chess game is morphing us into a whole new level between the old guard western 

financial petro dollar system and the emerging new alliances seeking to break the control of the US$ as the global 

reserve currency. This won’t happen overnight but it will happen as the Chinese Yuan is now recognized in the 

basket of currencies and China further divests its US$ bonds. The awakening to new levels of our intuitive/psychic 

power is a truly exciting collective development to support our shift from limited fear driven reality to limitless 

creative possibilities. 

The Year of the Fire Monkey starts from February 8th, 2016 up to January 27th, 2017. 

The Monkey is the ninth sign in Chinese astrology and this connects with Sagittarius, the 9
th

 

sign in Western Astrology. Monkey is associated with ambition, activity, smartness, mischief 

and adventure. The lucky color is RED!  

Years of birth: … 1920, 1932, 1944, 1956, 1968, 1980, 1992, 2004, 2016, 2028… 

2016 finally brings us the Monkey qualities that allow us to be clever and inventive, dare to leap into much bigger 

trees and believe that our time has come! This will be a year where inventive new technology will become so 

popularly accepted that the old business models will finally begin to crumble! The energy transformation is now 

with us…and the fossil fuel dinosaurs will finally begin to have to admit defeat!  

The positive and negative qualities of the Monkey Year 2016 culminate in a year that anything can happen. The 

influence of the Monkey puts everything into flux. Things will get accomplished, but largely through personal and 
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individual efforts. This cheeky animal bursts with exuberance, bringing a lightning fast pace and fantastical 

motivation. The Monkey increases communication, humor and wit, helping us get through stressful times with 

grace and ease. Business flourishes and risks tend to pan out. The Monkey’s gift is the ability to find 

unconventional solutions to old problems. Daring to be different can lead to success. 

Talk is fast and cheap though, so be on the alert for deceptions, which connects with previous info on 

Saturn/Neptune.  With so much mental energy zapping around, everyone needs to re-think their fitness program, 

diet and health plan. Stress needs to be burned off through physical activity. Business decisions should be based on 

fact, not emotion. Problems and chicanery abound, so nothing this year should be taken for granted, whether 

politically, financially, professionally, domestically or emotionally. A particularly auspicious time for new 

inventions, the Year of the Monkey is for taking risks and being rebellious, a year where agile, inventive minds, 

sheer guts and bravado will win out. Now is the time of courage, action, anarchy, and true devotion to even the 

wildest of schemes, a time to start new endeavors, for they are destined to succeed under Monkey’s influence. On 

the individual level, move forward, make strides, and stretch out for what may lay ahead. Run with ideas, embrace 

the inventive, and don’t look back.  

Expect a lot of life changing inventions to be released. The key to success this year is education, which accords with 

Saturn in Sagittarius so take  courses that matter for your everyday life not just for your career or status, join 

financial groups to help manage your money or start up a small business. Mr. Monkey can be menacing as he can 

easily overthrow old conventions that no longer work so this could mean toppling of old empires or iron fisted 

authority figures. 

The Numerology of 2016 also reduces to the number 9 – the number of completion in the basic 1 to 9 system. 

The Uranus Pluto Zap Zone Story 

Uranus God of Change & Revolution    Pluto God of Death/Re-birth 

…invention, freedom, liberation   …transformation, renewal 

The primary ‘backdrop’ for our planetary drama between 2012 and 2016 is provided by these guys forming a 90 

degree challenging connection…now known as the ‘zap zone’.  

The 127 year Uranus/Pluto cycle is responsible for the progressive revolutionary forces unleashed when the seed 

of the new arises as a regenerative imperative. Unfortunately every culture contains the seeds of its own 

destruction. Progress (Uranus) and decay (Pluto) co-exist. History shows that all societies eventually develop the 

means of their own downfall. They always do it to themselves. It’s a cyclical process. Progress, war, devastation 

then re-awakening.  

This cycle ushered in the industrial revolution and has been advancing techno revolutions, and the power that 

arises from technology ever since they were ‘discovered’ (1782 & 1930 respectively). Edison, Bell, Tesla did 

Einstein their thing under this influence. So yep fabulous stuff on offer here and we will continue to see techno 

advances at an accelerated rate over coming years. The other thing they are famous for is violent revolution if 

necessary to step beyond the old restrictive authoritarian forces that traditionally believe they have the right to 

run society…and all of us. Think French revolution, as this cycle also instinctively drives our evolution for human 

rights and the freedom of the individual. This is the key upgrade of the ‘Unity Consciousness’ of this current cycle.  
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Pluto’s job is to break down and then transform the old order. As Pluto stepped into Capricorn in 2008 for the first 

time in 250 years the GFC meltdown began and the old Capricorn governance machine went into overdrive to prop 

up the failing banking system. They also began to ramp up their control mechanisms via ‘police state’ fascism and 

media propaganda to keep people believing they could still be trusted. But the decay process is irrevocable once it 

reaches ‘critical mass’… which it has. 

Uranus brings us freedom, innovation, liberation and change. As he entered Aries in 2011 for the first time in 84 

years the Occupy Movement and the Arab Spring offered us the first glimpse of the revolutionary forces that 

would begin to transpire with Pluto’s transforming process.  The battle between the dark and light forces began in 

earnest. A new wave of inventions and technologies began the next great industrial revolution – the bio-molecular 

revolution. 

Uranus and Pluto began their new 127 year cycle in Virgo in the mid 1960’s. We still call the 60’s revolutionary as a 

general description, and indeed large numbers of radical shifts occurred during this time such as: Rock and roll 

culture – Women’s Lib Movement demands equality as The Pill offers freedom – Civil Rights Movement in USA - 

Eastern philosophies and mystic ideas/practices brought to the west - Flowering of the drug culture as 

hallucinogens arrive courtesy of the chemists – Nuclear power – Space race & so much more!  

Since then the ‘old order’ regime have done their best to keep us trapped in rigid fear/attack 

belief systems. This is the hallmark of the unconscious control of resources paradigm. Since the 

1980’s courtesy of the ‘globalization’ agenda, our world has become a corporate megalopolis 

where the boundaries between government services and the private sector have disappeared, 

and we are now run by massive conglomerates of complex interweaving ‘sectors’ with material consumption the 

matrix that overlays everything. Every aspect of our world is now ‘owned’ including our human genomes.  

So is it any surprise that during the period whilst Uranus has been forming the 90degree challenging aspect with 

Pluto that we have seen so many of these themes re-emerge, as the demand for the next phase of these reforms 

toward a more equitable society? And isn’t it absolutely amazing that this timing coincides so perfectly with the 

26,000 year larger evolutionary cycle? But never before have all the classic features of the death/re-birth sequence 

occurred to the whole global system at once!  

Here are the dates of the 127 (approx.) year Uranus Pluto cycle for you history buffs… 

 Conjunctions 1456 1597 1710 1850 1966 

 Waxing  1498 1624 1757 1877 2012 

 Oppositions 1540 1648 1792 1901 

 Waning  1566 1679 1821 1932 

We are now in a 90degree ‘waxing’ or development cycle offering breakthroughs and new discoveries. The last 

time this happened was the late 1870’s, the era of the birth of big business through power and technology i.e. oil 

and electricity. Thus we can view this current period as the next ‘Business Technology Revolution’ as we transition 

from fossil fuels to sustainable natural energy models. 

We’ve had 7 passes of this square during 2012,13,14 – then Jan/Feb/Mar 2015 & now a final hit in Jan/Feb 2016 

Since the 1970s the United States has advocated a type of capitalism called “predatory capitalism;” it is an 

aberration and an abject failure. When governmental policies cleared the way for major businesses to carve out 

monopolies and to avoid regulation, the notion of a “free market” became an illusion. Many people think that our 

current form of capitalism, which emphasizes huge corporations that are driven by the single goal of maximizing 

profits regardless of social and environmental costs, is the only model. That simply is not true. 
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There is another way, and we’re seeing it in practice all over the world. Local markets throughout parts of Latin 

America, Africa, Asia, the Caribbean, the Middle East, and increasingly in farmers’ markets in Australia, Europe and 

the US demonstrate vibrant alternatives to the predatory form. They emphasize local goods and services and, 

although some of the trading is done through bartering, they are an ancient time-tested form of capitalism where 

community is valued over materialistic excess. 

As we join the Consciousness Revolution, we can shift away from practices that no longer work for the majority, to 

revitalized economic structures that will provide a future our grandchildren will want to inherit. Current prevalent 

forms of politics and economics must shift. We need to insist, through our power as consumers, that corporations 

set a goal of serving the public interest, instead of maximizing profits for a handful of extremely wealthy people. To 

begin with, you and I can change the way our communities conduct business; we can encourage truly “free 

market” local systems. Big corporations and governments out to make the largest profits possible oppose such 

grass roots capitalism because it takes money out of their pockets and puts it back into local communities. Our 

message will be heard loud and clear when we speak with our purchasing power. Even Big Business and Big 

Government will have to change – or go the way of the dinosaurs. Let’s change the predatory capitalism of our 

current system by following the compassionate and community-oriented economic systems of indigenous people 

throughout the world. 

It is now up to us to create the interface between new corporate systems that put people and planet alongside 

profit. It is the power of united individuals who will turn the tide over these years as we can no longer wait for or 

trust our political leaders to do this! Beneath the turbulence, hidden behind the clouds of turmoil and the din of 

public debate, good things are happening. We must not allow ourselves to be so overwhelmed by the stress of 

these changes that we lose sight of the good stuff – the reasons for hope and confidence in the future. 

Saturn in Sagittarius for first time since 1985 – until Dec 2017 

The next very important ingredient to add to the web of interlocking forces is dear old Saturn now 

in Sagittarius to renovate and restore our ‘Quest for Truth’…as I have named this process! Saturn 

operates through limitation and restriction so we may re-structure the areas he highlights as 

needing an overhaul. He causes tightening of belts to allow for reality checks. Ultimately when we look back after 

he has done his thing we see a positive result but often it is quite painful to get there. He is known as ‘The Great 

Karmic Lord’ who brings tests and limitations and his gift is strengthening our commitment and a maturing 

process.  

The Sagittarian principle inspires our lives with meaning and purpose. Saggie territory includes: higher 

learning/teaching & education; philosophy & beliefs thus religion & spirituality; dissemination of ideas thus 

journalism & social media; the travel industry; philanthropy; sport;  ‘the big picture’; international activity thus the 

web of global affairs in these epoch changing times. 

Saggie qualities include: luck, good fortune, vision, gambling, expansion, growth, opportunity, fresh physical & 

mental horizons, tolerance/ intolerance, extremism, heroic deeds, ideals, exploration, seeking, searching, questing, 

restless, energetic, grandiosity, larger than life, preaching, promising more than we can deliver, all or nothing! 

When we put all these bits together a picture begins to emerge of life areas that will be focalized and where we 

may experience personal and global constraint in the following areas: 

• crises in international tourism and the airline industries 

• major re-structure in media and publishing 
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• governments seeking to further control via social media surveillance 

• expansion of global extremism, terrorism & fundamentalism 

• crisis in Roman Catholic and other major religions 

• impact of international trade treaties that have been set up while Saturn in Scorpio 

• expansion of toxic gambling systems – casinos etc. 

• deepening control of educational systems to ‘program’ compliance + costs of education 

• seek to further limit main stream media & people’s right to free speech 

• people adopting non-rational hardline dogma positions 

• exposure & spreading the truth regarding true crisis of global banking systems 

• previous cycles have brought us stock market crises & meltdowns 

On the positive side we can use Saturn in Sagittarius to: 

• apply ourselves to learn, teach, write, publish our knowledge and ideas 

• embrace the moral codes central to all religions, namely peace, love and co-operation 

• review our purpose & meaning for life and re-frame to contain fresh vision 

• expand our activities internationally 

• speak the TRUTH and ask others to do the same 

• plan our travels to contain a purpose or quest…not just tourism 

• become a committed philanthropist/activist in whatever area is important to you 

• become more tolerant of other people’s beliefs 

• make the transition from surface knowledge to depth knowledge 

• seek alternate news sources beyond mainstream media control 

• give up promising more than you can cope with & extreme behavior of all kinds 

There’s no doubt we are an in for a very interesting ride in the global story as Saturn does his thing to contribute to 

re-ordering and re-aligning the existing fears and limitations of Sagittarius, into the positive outcomes of tolerance, 

justice and truth. All the mutable signs Gemini, Sagittarius, Virgo & Pisces will be up for re-ordering their life during 

2015/16. Full article 

Saturn & Neptune Team Up 

Saturn in Sagittarius is now in challenging aspect with Neptune in Pisces becoming a central 

theme of 2016. First pass in Dec 2015 – next  18 June 2016 – last pass 10 Sept 2016  

This is powerful cycle began in 1989 when they met in the sign of Capricorn to begin their 

new cycle together & completes in 2025…a total of 36 years. Previous cycle began in 1952/3 in Libra (Cold War) & 

1917/18 in Leo (End of WW1, Communist Revolution, re-shaping of European systems).  

Briefly this is the socio/economic cycle containing the ideologies & beliefs that drive our society. It is now at its ¾ 

point bringing maximum stress as the process of ‘converting ideals into practice’ or ‘preventing ideals from 

becoming reality’ is played out. As the Berlin Wall came down in 1989 a new era was born with the rise of a major 

new phase in capitalist globalization and the communist systems in Russia & China also morphed into new phases. 

The thing is that if the old ‘enemy’ of USSR was no longer a threat then the west needed a new enemy to keep the 

war machine rolling along, and our new era of terrorism was born. In Saturn/Neptune we see the marriage of 

religion and politics and the appalling results stretching back right through the last 2000 year Age of Pisces. 

Isn’t it interesting that the very heartland of the holy war religious issues lie in the Holy Land of the middle-east? 

Why is it that we are still enacting the hellish crusades of 12/13
th

 centuries in our attempts to control the 

http://www.universalastrology.com.au/pdf/Saturn-in-Sagittarius-Maggie-Kerr-AAT.pdf
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ideologies that run our planet?  This is like the final ingredient in the whole Piscean saga as the final conflict 

between forces of good and evil. The Pisces age brought the god principle to our evolution with the core beliefs in 

conflict between ideologies at its center bringing us ‘holy war or jihad’. It’s like some kind of unconscious process 

that has its own consciousness and the west is doing its usual thing of blindly striking back without deeper 

understanding of the larger framework underpinning the mythic agenda. There are vested interests in the western 

mob who want the war to escalate for their own bizarre reasons (munitions industry/economic stimulus). 

Whatever… I’m not buying into either position…good guys/bad guys – that’s such an old outmoded agenda now. 

Surely our collective is now ready to move beyond this appalling old way of running the world.  

This is the essence of the old 3D reality thinking of the Piscean Age just passing away…unconscious polarization 

that taps into fear and insecurity to control and limit free thought and co-operative actions between all people. Do 

we really have to experience another world war? This is total bullshit people. For goodness sake please don’t buy 

into the fear and the agendas of the ultra-security state they have been creating over the last 27 years since the 

current Saturn/Neptune began in 1989.  

ISIS is just the latest in a long line of ‘expressions’ of the polarization between east and west. They need us to help 

their recruitment efforts by marginalizing young Muslims and making them more receptive to recruitment. That's 

the only way they can "win" in the long-term. By reacting with isolationism and discrimination, we fulfill our part in 

their plan to ignite a Holy War of Islam versus the rest of humanity. The antidote? We write a new script, one that 

approaches the situation strategically and builds upon a new reality that transcends fear and separation and 

begins a whole new ‘reformation’ in all the world religions beyond dogmatic belief. 

There was such hope in 1989/90 wasn’t there? The Berlin Wall 

came down and the sense of another level of egalitarian 

freedom was so exciting. What happened? Well this was also 

the upping the antagonism of the Muslim/west stuff. The US 

invaded Kuwait and set the tone for the next level of the oil 

agenda & control of the global economy, a big new phase in 

business commerce with dot.com opening the doors to the 

massive globalization expansion, the rich started getting very 

rich and the poor were watching it all happening and thinking 

hey I don’t have any of these riches. Western capitalization has 

much to answer for. In the greed machine there is no 

accounting for ‘the little guy’ in either the west or the east or anywhere for that matter. It’s just we have a 

machine that needs consumers. 1989 also contained another big shift as the new markets in Russia, eastern 

Europe and China were ripe for the picking. 

The waxing or developing square happened in 1998 as Osama bin Laden published a ‘fatwa’ & the fear of the ‘end 

of the world millennium’ nonsense began to fill our consciousness. Then came the opposition or half way point in 

2007 as facebook/twitter began to create the social networks that have become such a massive feature of life 

since then, and global financial systems were creating the GFC of 2008. This 2016 square is the ¾ point in the cycle 

known as the ‘crisis of re-orientation’ as we reap the results of the process that began in 1989/90. 

There are a number of features and implications to this pairing of unlikely bedfellows,  as where Saturn builds and 

regulates the ‘form’ of things…beliefs/rules/governments…Neptune’s job is to dissolve them. He is known as the 

‘universal solvent’…lovely. Thus for many people 2016 will be a confusion between what they thought they knew 
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and who they are – what is real & what is not – what is fact & what is fiction. This will be the year where reality 

wakes us from the dream and we find that what we trusted has been tainted by spin, cheating and lies. 

Neptune also symbolizes the veils of illusion where we manage to deceive ourselves, only seeing what we want to 

see or believing what we want to believe.  The opportunity now is for our vision to be clearer and more connected 

with Spirit and true morality of right from wrong! Neptune rules ‘the glamour’s’ of life, from high art & fashion, to 

victims & martyrs & saviors who believe the stories they are fed by religion or government. Saturn says ‘hey get 

real and start taking responsibility for your own life and set practical goals beyond the glamour’. This combo allows 

us to re-access our ideals and examine our beliefs and make sure they are healthy, tolerant, non-judgmental, 

compassionate and loving…beyond limiting religious and political doctrines. Neptune rules ‘the psyche’ where we 

generate our reality and Saturn generates our fears, so identifying our unconscious beliefs is essential so we may 

heal & re-program them!  

Stay loose when it comes to righteous ideas and positions and confusing messages or interactions. Don't take 

things personally or be rigid...it's not worth the effort and you may miss unexpected signals or developments that 

can serve you very well! It’s tricky to maneuver between conflicting ideas/ideals in these times so just don’t 

believe everything you hear and don’t buy into fear. Saturn/Neptune asks us to soften any rigid plans & structures 

we have running in our agendas and to be very fluid and allowing of shifts and changes to how we thought things 

should be right now. At the same time we need to hold our dreams bright and clear and keep working to bring 

them into form. Neptune calls us to be compassionate to ourselves if we are running agendas that work us too 

hard or keep us stuck in an old rigid system…both personally and collectively. Personally I' also noticing increased 

intuition and amazing mystical moments as insights and literal messages from friends on the other side...loving it! 

If you’ve been around for long enough to have history from 1989 look back and see who you were then and what 

were your goals as they may just be about to come to fruition! Personally this is when I began my work as an 

astrologer and I’ve worked hard (Saturn) to keep true to my goal to use my craft to uplift and awaken along the 

way. So I need to keep the faith (Neptune) that this goal will continue to bear fruit over this next year and that the 

consciousness movement to which I am so committed will break through into new levels of expression beyond the 

old paradigm of conflict and pain. So hang in there my friends – we are on the same page – each of us doing our 

thing to be part of this global shift into a world of loving tolerance. We have to keep believing this! 

Mars in Sagittarius  

Mars ignites our energy via the sign he’s triggering at any time and with his 2 year cycle he normally 

travels through any sign in about 2 months. However once every 2 years he does quite a long 

retrograde phase giving us time to review quite how we are meant to activate the new territory he 

is opening. He begins 2016 in Scorpio bringing the themes of power & control front & center during January & 

February. This can be great for mobilizing our own power but can also get pretty ugly if we are still running 

‘powerless’ agendas and allowing others to control us. Secrecy, jealousy and retribution are some of his less 

desirable qualities in Scorpio. The correct use of ‘joint resources’ is his best use here by aligning ourselves with 

powerful cool people with conscious values!  Globally it brings us heightened security issues & the political and 

financial agendas of the people who run our planet, and as they don’t have a very good track record the whole war 

thing is up for grabs…currency wars…cyber wars…military wars…ah we have so many choices these days.    

He enters the fire sign Sagittarius on March 6
th

 and yep he’s a fiery guy in a fire sign so hang onto your hats for 

some mobilization of the Fire Monkey stuff previously mentioned, and during April & May we can get some real 

traction happening with the expansion of our enterprises. As Sag loves to gamble there is a caution to dare to be 
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risky but keep things practical and realistic (says Jupiter in Virgo!) Mars in Sag becomes a major player this year as 

he jumps into the Saturn & Jupiter & Neptune story, with a high potential to amp up the awful holy war terrorist 

story. The TRUTH & LIES & BELIEFS scenario becomes highly focalized. 

Mars then turns retrograde on April 17
th

 @ 8 degrees Sag and makes his way back into Scorpio in late May where 

he remains through June & July.  Best not to strike forward too far during this mid-year period, but rather gather 

your force for mobilization in August & September when he enters Sagittarius for his final forward run. So for most 

of 2016 we have this blend between the Scorpio power stuff and the Sagittarian agendas that bring us the 

international interconnectedness of actions arising from the decisions of our not very wise global chess game 

players in the months ahead.  Please remember to send your thoughts & intentions toward peace into the 

hearts/minds of us all during this rather fraught period until October. 

He enters Capricorn for October until 9
th

 November opening career & goal outcomes if we have been patient wise 

kids up until then! He then charges into Aquarius until December 19
th

 triggering science & techno inventions and 

our own need for personal space and freedom. He completes the year in sensitive spiritual Pisces so here’s to 

bringing us clarity & inspiration, and some much needed down time after what promises to be a very eventful year.   

Jupiter in Virgo since Aug 2015 – into Libra 9th September 2016 

Considered the lucky planet, Jupiter opens and expands our lives if we are willing to develop the 

affairs of the sign he is passing through for a year, in his 12 year cycle through the signs. As the 

largest planet in our solar system his bold dimensions ‘enlarge’ the affairs of the sign he activates. 

He epitomizes the principle of expansion so travel, foreign countries, education, higher learning, media and all 

means of transmission of knowledge all fall under his ruler ship. 

So how will this exciting character do his thing in the gentle practical earthy sign of Virgo? Virgo is the sign of 

health and hygiene, of organization and systems, and all things practical and useful. So it’s time to get on with the 

practical details for plans and systems to take our creative projects and lives forward from here.   Full article 

Jupiter retrogrades between January 8
th

 & May 9
th

 in Virgo bringing us his opportunity to do all that background 

cleaning up and out as we continue to develop our plans and get healthy and be patient kids as we continue to 

prepare the ground for much more exciting forward motion once he enters Libra on September  9
th

. He is much 

happier in this air sign where he can expand our lives through social interaction and fresh partnerships, plus PR & 

marketing. He does however, move into the Uranus/Pluto zap zone territory in November & December. 

Jupiter in Virgo timings between Aug 2015 & Sept 2016 - There are three primary cycle points to note: 

1.  Jupiter opposite Neptune in Pisces began Sept 2015 and they come very close again in May & June 2016.  

As Jupiter rules ‘speculation’ and Neptune can be either idealistic or deluded make sure you’re not practicing crazy 

speculation!! Also lies & spin from media announcements could feature here and crazy highs and lows in money & 

stock markets. This connection also brings us the synthesis between intuitive right brain and analytical left brain to 

allow us to bring our inspiration into useful form.  

2.  He also makes a positive Trine aspect to Pluto three times from October 2015, then mid-March and late-

June 2016. I’m loving this one as it holds the promise both personally & collectively for excellent empowerment & 

implementation of fresh plans and systems. These are great launch dates if you have projects set to go. 

http://www.universalastrology.com.au/pdf/Jupiter-in-Virgo-Aug-15-Sept-16.pdf
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3.  The big one is Jupiter making a challenging Square to Saturn. We had the first of these in August 2015, the 

next in March/April/May 2016. This is generally a ‘re-structuring period’ in our lives with accompanying tension 

between the urge to move forward and the need to release any fears of doing this! These 2 dudes have the 12 & 

28 year cycles respectively. Their cycle together is 20 years and underpins the structures of global social 

conditions. They meet in the even number decades every 20 years – so 1900,20,40,60,80,2000,10,20…and so on…a 

fascinating cycle when you take a moment to notice the history! This current cycle began in 2000 in the sign of 

Taurus (which rules money & resources), they opposed each other in 2010, and now form the final 90 degree 

square aspect before they start a new cycle in 2020 in Aquarius. OK don’t lose the plot here…cycles are actually 

really easy to understand as they begin, develop, fulfill themselves and then die back in preparation for a new 

cycle! 

This is one of the ‘business cycles’ so as their square began in August 2015 the highs of stock markets were totally 

nuts…always the signal that bubbles are set to burst. In July 15 we saw the Chinese stock market take a major 

tumble & the Greek debt crisis play out the reality that the Euro system AND the whole global financial system is a 

mess. So over the coming year especially in March/April/May 2016 it could indeed be that the unregulated highs of 

the past years are set for some retracement action. Perhaps Jupiter in Virgo + Saturn in Sag will finally offer the 

‘truth’ that we need a whole new financial system to replace the corrupt immoral banking model that currently 

runs our world. Many nations are now joining the new BRICS banking system offering a new option beyond the 

western banking cartels, and we’ll also see the growth of crypto-currencies like Bitcoin that offer freedom beyond 

the centralized banking system. 

Neptune has been in Pisces since 2012 for the first time in 164 years! 

When a ruler is in his dominion he is at his most powerful. Thus Neptune moving through his Pisces 

will delight at coming home to his sign to weave the new etheric fabric for humanities future. Not 

since the mid 1800s have we seen the profound level of his expression, as the Romantic Movement 

brought us the artists, poets and composers who inspired the imagination of their time with echoes to this day. For 

this is also the domain of Neptune, as we open our Crown Chakra and receive the down-pouring of ideas and their 

expression of the beautiful and creative in humanity. God at Work!! Full article 

All manner of invisible & unseen energies from other dimensions are now becoming accepted as ‘normal’ where 

once considered ‘crazy’! A great example is Crop Circles, one of the first physical manifestations of high frequency 

communications coming from a unique combination of ET - Inner Earth - Mass Human Consciousness frequencies. 

Blended together to perfection they deliver messages to assist with our evolutionary transformation. These visual 

masterpieces of art have been laid into acres of wheat, canola, barley and corn year after year all over the world. 

In a language we all understand: art and math, these formations appear as pictograms, sacred geometric forms 

and coded messages. It is believed that by simply viewing images of the Crop Circles one is offered subliminal 

information to enhance wisdom. More than 10,000 Crop Circles have been documented over time in more than 25 

countries around the world. 

2016 Eclipses  Eclipses are an incredibly important feature of each year as these alignments between 

moon/sun/ earth, activate links between soul/creative ego/worldly expression…in 19 year groups. So every solar 

or lunar eclipse is actually part of a ‘family’ that only repeats every 19 years. Destiny calls on these cycles as we 

release the past and welcome the new. Check your chart and see if you have planets close to these degrees. If so 

then these parts of your life will experience the beginning of a new 19 year cycle. Check back to what happened 

last time for clues and themes for this one. 

http://www.universalastrology.com.au/pdf/Neptune%20in%20Pisces%20Feb%202012.pdf
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9
th

 March Total Solar (New Moon) 19 deg Pisces Psycho/spiritual breakthroughs 

23
rd

 March Annular Lunar (Full Moon) 3 deg Aries/Libra  Sudden endings & new partnerships  

This first pair is part of Saros Cycle 18 South. “Endings & separations & new situations which lead to very positive 

outcomes”. Eclipses are affective for 6 months until the second set in Sept 2016. 

1
st

 Sept  Annular Solar (New Moon) 9 deg Virgo Food, diet and mind/body health are highlighted 

16
th

 Sept Annular Lunar (Full Moon) 24 deg Virgo Fresh plans & systems begin to bear fruit  

This second set of eclipses is part of Saros Cycle 19 North. “Realism – a coming down to earth – constructive time 

for tackling the truth”. (Bernadette Brady ‘The Eagle & the Lark) 

Mercury Retrograde Periods  Mercury retrogrades (apparently goes backward) 

three times each year. As this is the planet whose magnetisms affect all forms of communication 

these periods are when IT and gizmos don’t work properly and messages/mail gets lost…you get 

the idea. So don’t buy new appliances, be aware that travel plans may change, avoid signing 

contracts etc. as details are often incorrect. Mind you some folks don’t experience these problems because of their 

horoscope makeup, so check your chart with a good Astrologer to work with planning your year on all levels…saves 

so much time and mess!  So drop an email maggiekerr@universalastrology.com.au  or ring 61 755 945959  

2015 Mercury retro periods are in earth signs highlighting opportunities to re-do, re-evaluate, re-organize your 

goals and responsibilities (Capricorn), values & finances (Taurus), and plans and organizational systems (Virgo).  

Capricorn  January 5
th

 to 28
th

 but not till 14
th

 Feb for full steam ahead 

Taurus   April 28
th

 to May 22
nd

 but not till 8
th

 June for full steam ahead 

Virgo   August 30
th

 to Sept 22
nd

 but not till 7
th

 Oct for full steam ahead 

Here’s some great info from highly respected financial astrologer Ray Merriman www.mmacycles.com “ In 2016, 

Mercury retrogrades will start moving from "air" to "earth." Earth is practical. Earth has respect for tradition, for 

precedence as to what worked before. Earth tries to build consensus and cooperation, as if part of a team. It does 

not just talk about the importance of teamwork. It actually engages in building teams of people who cooperate 

with one another and achieve goals that have been clearly defined. When Mercury starts its retrograde periods 

through earth signs in 2016, the mood will shift from angst to serious thoughts about "What will work?" "How can 

we really get things done?" In the end, the best salesperson, and the smartest person is not likely to win the 

election(s) in 2016. The one who convinces the public that they can get things done in a practical, common sense 

manner, is the one most likely to experience victory.” 

The  26,000 year Mayan Calendar cycle  There are a number of 

interconnected calendars in the Mayan system, considered to be a ‘Cosmic 

Timing System’ that reflect their deep understanding of long-term cycles of 

creation, following a pattern of phases of dark and light. So these calendars are 

not just a fluffy new age phenomena to capture our imagination. The 26,000 

year calendar gained popular attention due to an ‘end date’ of December 21 

2012 and became perfect fodder for the doomsday gang at the time.   

mailto:maggiekerr@universalastrology.com.au
http://www.mmacycles.com/
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The celestial mechanics of this date are actually remarkable as only occur every 26,000 years – a ‘Great Cycle’. This 

is when the December solstice sun aligns with the galactic equator as a result of the ‘precession of the equinoxes’ 

and this occurred on 21.12.12. This date not only links in with the 26,000 cycle, but also with another Mayan Cycle 

or ‘Tun’ of 5,210 years. It is also the ‘final date’ of their Galactic Cycle of 16 Billion years…whoosh! So in terms of a 

major evolutionary moment they don’t get much bigger than this. The implications in terms of species morphing 

into new forms are similar to 26,000 years ago when homo sapiens first began to make their impression felt. At 

subsequent 5,210 year phases we have seen the major developments in our global story as it was around 3000BCE 

that our current western and eastern civilization phases began.  

We are now poised for the next ‘shift’ in the underlying consciousness that generates our individual and therefore 

group outcomes. In recent history i.e. the last 500 years we had Galileo and Newton in their time channeling their 

visions to click humanity forwards another notch in our learning of ‘who we really are’. We are Gods! But to step 

into our Godhood requires stepping beyond the old world view that says we are merely slaves to the powerful, and 

that our duty is to them not to ourselves and our true purpose. This is of course to serve humanity and have a 

wonderful time on the way becoming ‘who we really are’! 

In her exciting new presentation Maggie shares the results of her 40 year journey to unlock 

the secrets of consciousness! The ‘Adventures in Consciousness’ program IS NOT an 

ASTROLOGY course, but rather a synthesis of Maggie’s extensive knowledge of psychology 

& energy systems…or CONSCIOUSNESS. Here’s an overview 

Mail me if you’d like to be informed of Seminar dates for 2016 

 

The 12 System’ Toolkit Maggie’s “12 System” book and 

four  video seminars offer heaps of information and some 

terrific models to help you make sense of WHY the world is 

changing and WHAT TO DO ABOUT IT.  

Here’s an overview & order form 

 

Learn Astrology  Maggie’s Comprehensive Universal Astrology Course is 

widely used by both students & teachers. Maggie is an accredited astrology teacher & 

member of the Federation of Australian Astrologers Exam Board. The 5 workbooks are 

structured as a self-study course using your own horoscope with exercises at the end of 

each chapter. They are accompanied by 72 mp3 recordings! 

Here’s an overview & order form 

 

Before we get to the Horoscopes for 2016 here are some links for your interest 

According to physics, our thoughts and actions are all recorded in the energetic field that connects our entire universe. Nassim 

Haramein explains how this works in a short clip from a recent and lively ThriveTogether event. 

Paris UN Climate Conference 2015: Funds worth $1 trillion divest from fossil fuels 

A Whole New World: Tracking the renewables boom from Copenhagen to Paris 

http://www.universalastrology.com.au/pdf/Adventures-Consciousness-Overview.pdf
http://www.universalastrology.com.au/blog/contact/event-booking/
http://www.universalastrology.com.au/the-12-system.html
http://www.universalastrology.com.au/learn-astrology.html
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001_iiunK9nGr0MRxuYajATCqTx7I3KA-8mfSC-uTZ9gyx5GJjEROA6PRjSEl8mJnYSIB7vEgafh39zQVlgMi6ja2JShfcBq5_XQ8Zi0lP8Cn6nwefCvUx2WOe7UAe43zxZuCYnDLvChP7umPQ3L6fBqS1xBm6jFV4FOwc_imBXSgNjs-4HbobhC0tOnc_4VXBugMU_JXS3LJBl2-nVsVzP6dqlUD-gOkJ4hIObvkrgmIOqEmj5BKZD2A==&c=9BptZBFyP-LWX7ziAI6ApLinGWiXqq28Bc9oWlphHPZt25WvyUsTMw==&ch=2QR0UbC92D082Hr5O8fBtN7svv0-69gcQ6GLXUp8GEn91IfPvlOg5g==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001_iiunK9nGr0MRxuYajATCqTx7I3KA-8mfSC-uTZ9gyx5GJjEROA6PRjSEl8mJnYSIB7vEgafh39zQVlgMi6ja2JShfcBq5_XQ8Zi0lP8Cn6nwefCvUx2WOe7UAe43zxZuCYnDLvChP7umPQ3L6fBqS1xBm6jFV4FOwc_imBXSgNjs-4HbobhC0tOnc_4VXBugMU_JXS3LJBl2-nVsVzP6dqlUD-gOkJ4hIObvkrgmIOqEmj5BKZD2A==&c=9BptZBFyP-LWX7ziAI6ApLinGWiXqq28Bc9oWlphHPZt25WvyUsTMw==&ch=2QR0UbC92D082Hr5O8fBtN7svv0-69gcQ6GLXUp8GEn91IfPvlOg5g==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001_iiunK9nGr0MRxuYajATCqTx7I3KA-8mfSC-uTZ9gyx5GJjEROA6PRjSEl8mJnYSIB7vEgafh39zQVlgMi6ja2JShfcBq5_XQ8Zi0lP8Cn6nwefCvUx2WOe7UAe43zxZuCYnDLvChP7umPQ3L6fBqS1xBm6jFV4FOwc_imBXSgNjs-4HbobhC0tOnc_4VXBugMU_JXS3LJBl2-nVsVzP6dqlUD-gOkJ4hIObvkrgmIOqEmj5BKZD2A==&c=9BptZBFyP-LWX7ziAI6ApLinGWiXqq28Bc9oWlphHPZt25WvyUsTMw==&ch=2QR0UbC92D082Hr5O8fBtN7svv0-69gcQ6GLXUp8GEn91IfPvlOg5g==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001_iiunK9nGr0MRxuYajATCqTx7I3KA-8mfSC-uTZ9gyx5GJjEROA6PRjSEl8mJnYSIB7vEgafh39zQVlgMi6ja2JShfcBq5_XQ8Zi0lP8Cn6nwefCvUx2WOe7UAe43zxZuCYnDLvChP7umPQ3L6fBqS1xBm6jFV4FOwc_imBXSgNjs-4HbobhC0tOnc_4VXBugMU_JXS3LJBl2-nVsVzP6dqlUD-gOkJ4hIObvkrgmIOqEmj5BKZD2A==&c=9BptZBFyP-LWX7ziAI6ApLinGWiXqq28Bc9oWlphHPZt25WvyUsTMw==&ch=2QR0UbC92D082Hr5O8fBtN7svv0-69gcQ6GLXUp8GEn91IfPvlOg5g==
http://www.smh.com.au/environment/un-climate-conference/paris-un-climate-conference-2015-1-trillion-in-funds-exit-in-10-weeks-20151202-gldg6z#ixzz3tiMLKyeZ
http://www.climatecouncil.org.au/wholenewworldreport2015
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Toxic mining waste spill in Brazil reaches the Atlantic Ocean in an unprecedented environmental disaster  

Terror Attacks are Great for US Arms Makers, ISIS Literally Just Sent the Bomb Business BOOMING 

http://theshiftnetwork.com/  http://summerofpeace.net/  

http://www.simplecapacity.com/2015/11/in-2-minutes-russell-brand-has-the-solution-to-terrorism-you-need-to-hear-this/  

http://astrologynewsservice.com/news/fashion-world-in-the-grip-of-astrology/  

http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2015-12-05/dozens-global-stock-markets-are-already-crashing-not-seen-numbers-these-2008 

http://www.theguardian.com/global-development-professionals-network/2015/sep/23/developing-poor-countries-de-
develop-rich-countries-sdgs 

Tune in to Foster's download about big shifts in world power dynamics including currency wars, global currency revaluations 
and what it all means for you: Thrive Movement 

http://www.thrivemovement.com/lets-talk-for-real-about-humans-and-climate-change.blog  

The Fall Of America Signals The Rise Of The New World Order   Anatomy of False-Flag Events… 

Did Putin Just Checkmate Obama On New World Order’s WWIII?   

http://cecaust.com.au/releases/2015_10_07_Turnbull_Goldman_Sachs.html  

Gold Backed Russian Ruble, Chinese Yuan Primed to Destroy U.S. Dollar as Global Reserve Currency 

Meet the Secretive Committees that Run the Global Economy 

http://www.pattygreer.net/crop-circle-update-the-wake-up-call/ 

10 of the scariest secret technologies being perfected now   

Globalist Racketeering: Gearóid Ó Colmáin Reveals the Deep State Agenda Behind the Paris Attacks 

Smart Meters: The Real Reason Why This Is All Happening  

Prophecies and Science of a Golden Age, by David Wilcock  

Speech of Russian President Vladimir Putin to the UN 70th General Assembly  
 
http://www.technocracyrising.com/data_dominance_technocracys_final_hurdle?utm 

http://www.mintpressnews.com/worlds-largest-country-russia-bans-gmo-food-crops/210085/ 

In 10 Months, This Cafe Has Fed 10,000 People With 20 Tons Of Unwanted Food – new model for food recycling 

 
General Wesley Clark – US Planned Invasion of...  Libya: From Africa's Richest State Under Gaddafi, to Failed 

Saudi Clerics Call for Jihad Against Iran and Russia in Syria  Secretive Agendas behind Closed Doors - Global Research 

25 Fast Facts About The Federal Reserve: “Biggest Ponzi  President Kennedy, The Fed And Executive Order 11110 

Financial Fraud of the Secretive Swiss Banking System  

 

  

http://feedproxy.google.com/~r/adorraeli/tsEq/~3/tXE07hTBZfg/?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email
http://activistpost.us1.list-manage1.com/track/click?u=3ac8bebe085f73ea3503bbda3&id=eb74fe30a2&e=5046ef2ace
http://theshiftnetwork.com/
http://summerofpeace.net/
http://www.simplecapacity.com/2015/11/in-2-minutes-russell-brand-has-the-solution-to-terrorism-you-need-to-hear-this/
http://astrologynewsservice.com/news/fashion-world-in-the-grip-of-astrology/
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2015-12-05/dozens-global-stock-markets-are-already-crashing-not-seen-numbers-these-2008
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These insights are for the Sun signs so make sure to read your Moon and 

Ascendant signs for a deeper understanding of your 2016 potential. If 

you don’t know these connect with me to organize a session! Cheers 

 

Another big year on the way for you guys and gals as revolutionary Uranus continues his 

passage through your sign in his relentless process of change and re-invention. Even now as 

you look back at your life since 2011 it’s clear that you ain’t the same Ram you used to be and 

hopefully you’ve healed old immature impulsiveness and tendencies to ‘it’s all about me’ as 

the big shifts for you through these years require you to learn co-operation with others! If 

you’re born between April 10
th

 & 14
th

 it’s now your turn for some pretty major new 

developments that will potentially spin your life in new directions and in some cases free you up from old home 

based situations/people/careers…in some cases whether you like it or not. You’ll be attracting clever & inventive 

people & ideas to feed and stimulate your evolution… indeed the wackier & more original the better as it’s all 

about the clever new inventions & ingredients that are creating the future over these dynamic years.  

You kids are the pioneers of the Zodiac your job is to ‘start up’ the engines of change as the entrepreneurs who are 

brave enough to take risks and go for it as you love and need a challenge. Just make sure any new person or idea is 

true to values that offer results to improve our world…not just feather your own nest. Therein lays your major life 

lesson my friends. The big news for you over 2016 and into 2017 comes in the form of Saturn in the sign of 

Sagittarius triggering your ‘zone of higher learning & international affairs’.  

This natural fire link amps up proceedings big time, but as Saturn is known as the taskmaster who helps us build 

and construct our lives the message is you must also be prepared to do some work and be a pretty responsible 

Ram. This ingredient also asks you to review and maybe make some changes to your core beliefs if they are too 

rigid or don’t allow for acceptance and allowing of other peoples view of the world. You must set an example as a 

conscious pioneer of the shift from the belief in war & conflict being normal…I mean really how bizarre is that…to 

the reality of a peaceful sustainable world! Saturn in Sag may also offer a study or teaching phase and a general 

call to seek and open new territory both mentally and physically.  Mustn’t leave out Mars as he’s your ruling dude 

and he’s also hanging out in Sagittarius for many months between April & October. So all that travel and horizon 

expanding stuff previously mentioned is major during these months, with a wildcard change in mid-September. 

Expect the unexpected. 

OK so let’s talk about Jupiter and his expansive opportunities during 2016. He’s in Virgo until September doing his 

once in 12-year visit to teach you how to manage and plan and organize all sorts of things, and growing your daily 

work systems. This is great for your fire nature as it helps brings patience and attending to details. If you don’t 

bother then your loss kids as nothing happens without a plan! This is also great for dealing with your health by 

initiating smart diet & nutrition.  Jupiter then kicks into Libra from Mid-September opening your relationship 

sector. This is a fab phase bringing cool new partners into play to expand your life, and also a once in 12-year 

promotions and PR push.    

http://www.universalastrology.com.au/
http://www.facebook.com/UniversalAstrology
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You’ve been enjoying some pretty positive expanding energy from Jupiter since September 

2015. He’s the boy with the once in 12-year cycle who opens new dimensions of our potential 

and he’s been playing in your ‘creativity sector’ bringing very useful and practical options into 

play. And I do mean ‘play’ as this sector is meant to trigger enjoyment and fun. So you’re 

meant to be kind of having fun doing practical creativity! Children come into the picture here 

so make sure to enjoy the journey with them as you encourage their creativity also.  

You are the builders and preservers of the Zodiac system with tremendous power at your disposal to be agents of 

change toward healthy green places and the food we eat so go for it, as 2016 will be a pivotal year when nasty 

selfish greedy interests must be replaced with healthy sustainable practices. If you work in investment and banking 

sectors your job is to become part of the new money systems that are arising as positive alternate scenarios, to 

replace the old broken global banking nonsense that controls and enslaves people. So educate yourself to 

empower yourself so you don’t get left behind in the chaos of the past! A very positive year ahead for you dear 

bulls if you step up into ‘sustainable consciousness’. 

From mid-September Jupiter heads into Libra and your daily work sector, so you can begin to bring the creative 

stuff you’ve been developing into application…and make some dollars and/or grow your career. Excellent! Libra 

also means you need others to help things grow so make sure they are in their own power and not feeding off 

yours! This zone also brings health matters forward for positive shifts into healthy habits and diet, and it will be 

totally useful to learn how your unconscious psychological patterns affect & create your physical health. You bull 

people tend to hold onto old ‘stuff’…you know grudges & rigid positions and all that stuff, and this can make you 

sick! So a great phase for letting go and turning toward the future with clean energy and positive thoughts…got it? 

Saturn now moves into your ‘shared resources’ sector for the next 2 years so it’s time to sort out and re-structure 

investments, and as 2016 will see the global banking & debt crises continue to deepen the message is to get out of 

the debt machine as much as possible. This is a renovation phase to dig up and clean out old ‘stuff’ both physically 

and psychologically, so make sure you re-program any old ‘poverty consciousness’ fears still lurking in your 

unconscious patterns! Your 2016 mantra is “I am safe, secure and prosperous!”  

Your ruling planet is dear Venus in her role as creator of the values that drive your creativity and the Goddess of 

Prosperity. She begins the year in positive optimist Sagittarius so hang onto this as your year progresses! She’s in 

her most positive connection in early February, May, August and late November so mark your planner for forward 

motion and progress in these months.   

Relationships of all kinds are on the front burner as you enter 2016 as Saturn comes calling 

for his once in 28 year visit to your opposite sign of Sagittarius. Yep this is a long cycle and 

Saturn is a pretty serious kind of dude who offers great gifts to us if we’re willing to step up 

into his maturing vibe and take responsibility for our lives. This is not necessarily such an 

easy thing for you busy kids as your light & breezy style would often rather leave it to others 

to deal with the boring bits and really apply yourself to long term plans and results…yes?  

Ok so that needs to change this year so you can take advantage of some fab outcomes in your fields of learning & 

teaching & networking ideas and information. If you’ve been writing then this is the year to publish and with 

Sagittarius also ruling international activity you may need to travel to distant shores to realize goals. Saturn can 

also take you into authority positions so maybe it’s time to teach, and for some you may commit to a learning 

curve to enhance your skills. 
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It’s also about making some decisions about exactly who you need in your life to take forward from here. Just be 

aware that sometimes partners & others who appear to block or limit our lives are actually offering us a mirror or 

excuse for why we’re not getting on with being fabulous. The message here is don’t project your fears onto others 

and make them the problem, and then you may allow them to help and support you to your goals. Saturn can 

bring important alliances and long term partners, but if you’re in a seriously not good relationship then it can be 

goodbye and good luck time. 

Another important mention here involves Saturn helping you release any old limiting patterns you may still carry 

that your ideas and opinions are not valued or that you are not ‘clever or smart enough’. Saturn forces us to face 

our fears and do the work to use our greatest fears as fuel so they can become our greatest assets. Learning to 

discipline and train your mind & mouth is a very cool process for you so you learn that that thoughts and words 

have power so you need to be very careful what you think and say!!  Your mantra is “I am now heard and 

understood”. 

Jupiter is in Virgo until mid-September travelling through your home/family zone bringing growth and new family 

members, upgrades and moves in residence, especially in March April & May. This only happens once every 12 

years so please make the most of this yummy opportunity to enjoy your family and increase your emotional, 

psychological and physical safety. The safe foundations you create now will bear fruit in 6 years-time when Jupiter 

travels to the top of your chart to bring career success and outcomes.  In Mid-September Jupiter heads into Libra 

and your 5
th

 house of creativity and you’re going to love this as he’s in a fellow air sign stimulating fab growth on 

many levels. This brings your ‘inner child out to play’ and enhances PR and marketing as well as love affairs…yay! 

Crab people are in a pretty hard working phase as the year opens and sure this can feel very ho 

hum on some levels as you’re peddling the bike hard to grow your life. Yes this is Saturn in your 

daily work and service sector for his once in 28-year visit so please be aware that all your 

efforts will be totally worthwhile, as you are setting up structures and systems that underpin 

your outcomes for many years to come. This is a 2 year process so he’ll be here until late 2017, 

but don’t buy into the belief that this has to be too hard and relentless, as you’ll see 

improvements as the year goes by that will lighten up your attitude and help you to flow rather than push…go it? 

This is also an important phase to do some major health reviews and enhance your life with organic food and 

exercise, and if you are a Crab with eating issues then your mantra is “It’s not safe to let myself be nourished on 

every level.  

Meanwhile expansive Jupiter in Virgo is travelling through your ‘mind & mouth’ sector until mid-September, 

stimulating excellent new learning curves and enhancing your networks and team building features. This is a great 

time to enhance the building process of Saturn, as the planning & organizational gig of Virgo is now your best 

friend! Streamline your systems and attend to details, but go easy on doing the ‘be perfect get it right’ tendencies 

so you don’t drive yourself and everyone else nuts.  

Jupiter enters Libra in mid-September and heads into your home and family sector opening a yummy year of 

expansion & growth for the things you value most…your tribe! Ultimately this sets up a new 12 year cycle so by 

building safe foundations both physically and emotionally you can trust that you will achieve major career 

outcomes in 6 years’ time! Home renovation or down or up scaling are typical here, along with kids flying the coop 

or welcoming new members to your tribe, so if family members need your support you will be happy to provide it 

under this influence. 

If you’re born 13
th

-17
th

 July it is now your turn to pass through the ‘zap zone’ of the revolutionary re-invention of 

Uranus & transformer Pluto. Now this ain’t the easiest of energies to manage as these big evolutionary boys 
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require that we release old unconscious limiting emotional patterns, and in some cases people. This is a 

death/rebirth process that will transform your life so you can move ahead from here in your true power.  Lots of 

old stored feelings can pop up on this one so you can let go of them...this is an empty the old glass of toxic stuff so 

you can begin to fill the glass with nice fresh water. You folks are meant to be nurturing souls who use their 

feelings positively to tune into your world through sensitivity and intuition. This is the goal dear crabs…for all of 

you! 

The brave heart of Leo is in top form during 2016 as you are one of the signs who benefit 

enormously from the current Saturn in Sagittarius timings. Saturn is the guy who helps us 

build form around our creative projects and this is a whole lot easier to do when he is in a 

sign that resonates easily with your natural fire drives. That said he still demands that we 

make sure our goals are grounded in reality and not just pie in the sky fantasies. He’s now 

travelling through your  ‘creativity zone’, and as Sag involves writing, teaching, publishing and 

expanding your horizons he can bring huge growth if you’re willing to step beyond your comfort zone and face any 

old fears you have of daring to fly big! 

Saturn in Sag brings us the major theme of 2016 being all about ‘beliefs’ and how these drive us personally and 

collectively, and Leo is all about leadership. As leaders are actually meant to be both a model for…and a motivator 

of others, so your job is to now embrace the wisdom of Sagittarius by telling the truth and giving up extreme 

positions by practicing moderation, tolerance and objectivity.   

Meanwhile there’s some very positive shifts on offer from Jupiter, now travelling through your values sector for his 

once in 12-year visit to grow your prosperity and wealth. If you still hold any old beliefs that limit this then it’s time 

to hit delete on your old operating system on this one, and begin to really value yourself so you can magnetize a 

whole new phase of big time prosperity in your life. This also requires some practical stuff like financial planning 

and getting smart about money, which does not have to curb the natural generosity of Leo but rather help you 

curb the spendthrift tendencies…got it? Best timings for expanding your financial and work areas are March and 

late June when you should definitely say yes to opportunities. 

From mid-September Jupiter moves into Libra and your ‘mind & mouth sector’ and this is great news as it supports 

the Saturn stuff already covered. This ushers in a very successful phase involving partnerships, PR and marketing 

your products and services.  This can also have you booking airplane tickets to places near and far to teach and 

share your material or simply to have some much needed fun in the midst of a year of high achievement! 

Well you kids are in a terrific growth era courtesy of Jupiter in your sign since September 

2015. He’s the guy who brings positive opportunities and expands our life every 12 years 

when he visits our sign. This brings the birth of a new era out in the world after a period of 

preparation…it’s like the baby just arrived out of the womb who is ready to live life to the full. 

A positive optimistic attitude is the only way to go now if you want to really get the best of 

this fab energy, as this will also attract people to you in a positive feedback loop.  

Virgo is not a naturally courageous or confident sign as you are usually content with supporting others and staying 

behind the scenes, but the news is it is time to nurture your courage and confidence so you can step out and up to 

new levels of your potential. The times are changing my friends and you kids are the team who are the health and 

healing leaders, and yes it’s finally beginning to hit home into general awareness that food is the key to health and 

wellbeing. It’s also your job to bring the new ‘energy technologies into main stream practice as people finally begin 

to realize that we have the power to heal ourselves through correct alignment of our mind & body.  
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As Jupiter then heads into Libra and your ‘values & money’ sector from mid-September so you can reap the 

benefits of your expanding creativity over the next 9 months. This brings a great earning phase and can also 

require you to invest funds into your projects toward longer term goals. It also means you must let go of any old 

beliefs that you aren’t valuable or deserve prosperity…ok? 

Ok the other major player for the year is Saturn in Sagittarius doing his once in 28 year cycle, which for you falls in 

your home/family sector. He will be here for 2 years and during this time you’ll be creating new foundations on all 

sorts of levels. Saturn highlights responsibility themes so this may have you having to go the extra yards to support 

family members, so if things get a bit heavy or tedious just remember ‘this to will pass grasshopper’ and be a 

steady force for your family group.  

Re-structuring both your physical & emotional foundations is the key here, so there’s the obvious possibility of 

changes of residence, but more importantly this is your chance to build new safe inner foundations so you can 

build your life over the next 14 years! Part of the family re-structuring may also involve allowing others to take 

responsibility for their own lives when they need to…i.e. beyond the age of 24! And finally…it will help you 

enormously to re-program any old issues you may have that you don’t deserve support from others! So your 

mantra is “It is safe for me to now find the balance between support and being supported”. 

Think of your life now as a big learning curve where you are bringing all kinds of new 

knowledge & skills into your repertoire to grow your life into the future. As Saturn now travels 

through your ‘mind & mouth’ sector until late 2017 you have a marvelous opportunity to 

refine both of these strategic bits of who you are! You must learn some cool new tools for 

understanding how to use the power of your mind & mouth to create your reality. Start with 

giving up old negative self-talk and repetitive unhelpful thoughts & words …I mean it’s obvious 

that if we say the word ‘worry’ a lot we’re going to be anxious…right? Next comes using our mind to receive 

insights via our imagination and visualizing our goals every day, and only using positive words about ourselves and 

others. It’s easy really… it just takes daily ‘mindfulness’ for life changing outcomes. 

You may also commit to new study in either a school setting or through self- learning. Be very patient with yourself 

if you feel a tad overwhelmed at times by any or all of this, and curb the urge to get too serious about everything 

or buy into believing that others may be sending you critical messages, as this is just be your own’ inner critic’ 

projecting her fears of being not good enough! Your local neighborhood also comes into focus during this period so 

welcome the opportunity to get involved in community activities where you can help make a difference. 

Meanwhile Jupiter in Virgo is doing a run through the part of your chart traditionally called the ‘house of 

seclusion’. He only returns to any sector once every 12-years and his job is to open and expand this area for growth 

and development. This can be a lovely period where we are happy to explore our inner psychic and spiritual nature 

to enhance our relationship to ‘the divine’ or higher energies that inspire us. This is also a gestative phase so you 

can prepare for your new life re-birth after mid-September when Jupiter enters your sign for the first time in 12 

years!  So until then be patient and gentle with yourself and others so the true spiritual gift of compassion can 

develop for you to take with you into the exciting phase on offer from late 2016 until late 2017! 

If you are born between 14
th

-18
th

 October it is now your turn to pass through the ‘zap zone’ of the revolutionary 

re-invention of Uranus & transformer Pluto. Now this ain’t the easiest of energies to manage as these big 

evolutionary boys require that we release old unconscious limiting emotional patterns, and in some cases people. 

This is a death/rebirth process that will transform your life so you can move ahead from here in your true power.  

Lots of old stored feelings can pop up on this one so you can let go of them...this is an empty the old glass of toxic 

stuff so you can begin to fill the glass with nice fresh water. 
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You kids are in a very positive social phase as 2016 opens courtesy of expansive Jupiter in Virgo 

travelling through your ‘groups & community sector’. It’s important to understand how 

Jupiter’s cycle operates as he spends a year in each area of our lives opening and expanding the 

territory, so last year he grew your career sector and now it’s time to open new connections 

into the community and society. You guys are ‘the transformers’ of the Zodiac whose job it is to 

regenerate and empower the world, so now it’s time to say yes to doing your thing to make a 

difference beyond your own personal goals and needs. Another feature of this timing is about tapping into new 

ideas and people who are inventive and progressive so you can stimulate your life’s possibilities into the future. By 

nature you are deep thinking kids who love to explore the hidden mysteries of life, so make the most of this phase 

of quantum leaps of discovery about new energy systems both internally and in the world, as this holds the key to 

the future from here. 

From mid-September Jupiter heads into Libra and enters the part of your chart traditionally called the ‘house of 

seclusion’. This can be a lovely period where we are happy to explore our inner psychic and spiritual nature to 

enhance your relationship to ‘the divine’ or higher energies that feed & inspire you. This is also a gestative phase 

so you can prepare for your new life re-birth in late 2017 enters your sign for the first time in 12 years!   

Meanwhile back to our old friend Saturn who is now in Sagittarius for the next few years, opening your ‘worth and 

value’ zone…so we need to talk about money! Traditionally Saturn here is considered a restrictive force purely in 

the sense that he makes us very pragmatic and brings reality checks as to how prosperous we believe we have the 

right to be. This process is meant to offer us a chance to re-fine and re-structure existing earning sources, clean up 

debt and live within our means. This is actually a general call for our whole global financial system which is tenuous 

to say the least. The other feature is pragmatic investment of resources toward the development of your goals so if 

you need to invest in equipment then do so. The caution is not to buy into risky speculative get rich quick 

schemes…because you won’t. So make like a clever eagle in the year ahead and you’ll be sitting pretty! 

A quick mention of Mars who is one of your ruing planets so an important guy in your story. He is in Scorpio as 

2016 begins which will tend to ‘ignite’ your passions and confidence…love it. He then heads into Sagittarius and 

your money and values sector in March which will fire up this stuff, then he turns retrograde and back into Scorpio 

through June & July…then back into Sag. for August and September. So most of this year is all about increasing 

your confidence and prosperity consciousness!  

You guys had your first taste of Saturn in your sign briefly last year and now he’s here to stay 

for the next 2 years, so it’s time to really start applying yourself to your goals or for some of 

you getting clear about them. He’s only in any sign once every 28 years so this is an 

opportunity not to be missed! As you guys are the writers, journalists, teachers and 

philosophers of the Zodiac hopefully you have been laying foundations for this next phase in 

your life, where you are meant to step into your authority in your chosen field. We all know 

that knowledge is power and if you want to keep people under control then deprive them of a good education and 

limit their free media. This is what the old guard model will attempt to do in ever greater measure over the next 

few years, so Saturn says your job is to commit to your involvement in spreading healthy new ideas and 

information to enable the awakening and revolution of Uranus.  

Sag. is also the sign of ‘belief’ thus religions and preaching fall into your domain. Saturn here will also amp up the 

holy war of our time as terrorism continues to be ‘sponsored’ by the powers that be, as a great excuse for the wars 

they love to have. You are now called to really walk your talk as a tolerant dude/gal who honors all races and 

creeds and practices what you preach, and under no circumstances are you to ram your beliefs down anybody’s 
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throats. Saturn will help you learn to speak when appropriate and only if you know what you’re talking about, and 

to not promise more than you can deliver or do your pattern of ‘all or nothing’…i.e. extremes! If you have any fears 

and insecurities about your ‘right to be a visionary teacher’ then it’s time to re-program your old ‘hard drive’.  

Ah must not forget to mention Sag. also rules athletes and sporty peeps and those who strive on the big stages of 

life so if this is you then Saturn can take you to lofty heights if you’re willing to do the work. Saturn in your sign 

offers you a major phase of evolution where you must grow up and stand up for what you really believe in. He 

urges us to accept responsibility and apply ourselves as never before to build our life and not blame anyone else 

for bits of us that aren’t functional. Your natural state is to wander the world in search of fabulous possibilities but 

not necessarily to apply yourself to anything for too long…not all of you but many of you! His gift will be your 

realization that you like ‘making it’ and realizing outcomes from your goals and ambitions, and that the very 

freedom you seek lies in your commitment. 

Such a big life for you this year as your ruling planet is lucky prosperous Jupiter, who is now in Virgo and heading 

through your ‘career and worldly outcomes’ zone! This is your once in 12-year opportunity to make major 

advances and expand your horizons into bold new frontiers! Think back to 2004 and you’ll see this was a time of 

similar growth. It’s interesting that your career involves the Virgo theme of ‘service’ as this can seem an unusual 

association with free spirited adventurous Sag. So the question becomes how do you use your innate need to 

quest for meaning and truth to serve others via your world work? If you don’t yet know, then use this as the basis 

to grow your ‘lucky career’ phase, and if you already do then it’s time to get on with it!  In mid-September Jupiter 

enters Libra triggering splendid new opportunities to join with others in team and community building, and to 

invite cool new people and ideas to trigger your growth into the future!   

You have been under the influence of powerful transformer Pluto in your sign since 2008 and 

the global meltdown began, so this has been a difficult 6 years both personally and collectively 

and no doubt you’ve felt the tension of the times more than many. Someone wrote the word 

responsibility on your birth certificate when you signed up as a Cap. and this sure has its place in 

your natural tendencies BUT there comes a time when stepping away from ‘I’m responsible for 

every bloody thing/person’ must be replaced with ‘Let them sink or swim it’s not my business’. 

Which is not to say you don’t keep being the practical builder who you are, but it’s time to let go of ‘Life is hard 

and I have to be a rigid control freak’…ha!  

Your ruling planet is dear old ‘Saturn the Lord of Karma and Time’ which makes sense of why you do take 

life/things rather seriously. He is now in Sagittarius for the next few years and this is a very interesting zone for you 

as it resides in your 12th House of inner psychic spaces and spiritual life. Thus your journey now involves coming 

off the boil from major worldly desired outcomes and entering into communion with your psyche and intuition. As 

a practical soul you may think this sounds a bit airy fairy but believe me it is not. Without a proper relationship 

with our intuitive guidance systems, meditative practices and mind management we are not a whole person.  So 

make like a guru and start reading up on ‘energy psychology’ so you can empower yourself through greater self-

awareness and mindfulness. Learn how to master your mind and anxieties and generally become a calmer more 

useful person to yourself and others. This phase is also for receiving inspiration and gestating and preparation for 

the major life re-launch that comes in when Saturn enters your sign in 2018. 

If you are born between 14
th

-18
th

 January it is now your turn to pass through the ‘zap zone’ of the revolutionary re-

invention of Uranus & transformer Pluto. Now this ain’t the easiest of energies to manage as these big 

evolutionary boys require that we release old unconscious limiting emotional patterns, and in some cases people. 

This is a death/rebirth process that will transform your life so you can move ahead from here in your true power.  
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Lots of old stored feelings can pop up on this one so you can let go of them...this is an empty the old glass of toxic 

stuff so you can begin to fill the glass with nice fresh water. 

This ‘make like a guru’ feature mentioned previously is further highlighted as Jupiter in Virgo is now opening your 

‘higher learning and knowledge’ sector to expand your perspective of life. This once in 12-year phase is a real life 

changer in so many ways as it opens you to literally expand your horizons via travel to learn or teach, write or 

publish. By practicing tolerance in the midst of these intolerant times you can be the strong center for others in 

these testing times.  In mid-September Jupiter opens your career zone for the best advances in 12 years! This can 

bring recognition and promotion and in some cases major re-orientation of your goals…job changes etc…but all 

good as whatever comes into play will be for your highest good. 

Our Zodiac’s ‘agents of revolution and change’…yes that’s you… can expect some truly excellent 

progress during 2016! If you had a $ for every time in your life you’ve been called strange and ‘a 

bit out there’ you’d be rich right? You’ve always marched to that beat of the different drum as 

you are the innovators who are instinctively different, anti-establishment and tap into the 

‘great mind’ to bring in the new ideas that move society forward. Have you noticed that strange 

and different is now becoming the new norm? 

Yes kids the world is in the midst of the greatest revolutionary phase in eons. Never have the opportunities been 

greater for your special brand of unique ideas and techno inventions. You are the ones who understand that we 

are part of a ‘Universal Interconnectedness’…or group consciousness…the essence of the new Aquarian Age to 

come. But finding your like-minded group and a sense of inclusiveness often eludes you personally as you are such 

an independent thinker and lone wolf. So it’s pretty significant that Saturn is now opening up this territory over 

this next 2 years so you can confront your fears and clear up your ‘rejection’ stuff!  

It’s time to take responsibility for your role in society as a serious player in group dynamics by stepping into your 

power at a very practical level. Your energy can magnetize people to work together for the revolutionary changes 

currently unfolding. Just hang in there for this next couple of years and focalize your energy to teach and lead 

groups for the awakening into new levels of conscious energy manifestation! Your mantra is “I am free to be an 

individual and make y meaningful contribution in the world.” 

So how does lucky Jupiter weave his expansion & growth with this over the coming year? As he moves through 

your 8
th

 house he opens a period of very fortunate benefit from ‘other people’s resources’ hence great business & 

financial alliances to grow your outcomes over the next few years. Traditional astrology speaks of  ‘inheritances & 

legacies’ so sometimes money comes to you in this way, and generally this is a regenerative period as you have 

access to deeper understanding of your own psyche so much healing is available now.  Jupiter heads into Libra in 

mid-September opening a very exciting phase of adventure to far places to teach and share your revolutionary 

knowledge.  A year of major progress and restoration is on the way! 

So what’s in store for our visionary dreamers in 2016? How about some of these dreams 

coming true people if you’re willing to practice a bit of good old fashioned commitment and a 

bit of hard work. Saturn heading through your career zone will certainly help you to achieve 

this as he is the Lord of structure & form who produces results. Saturn is the dude who brings 

the reality that we must strive and apply ourselves to our ambitions and goals to really achieve 

anything, and as he reaches ‘the top’ of the mountain (or the mid heaven of your chart) you 

are at a threshold between the past and the future. On the one hand you will reap what you have sown over the 

past 14 years so this is an achievement period, whilst it is also a ‘crisis of re-orientation’ as you must also start 

dreaming up your future. 
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If you’re a smart fish you will work hard to expand your options and re-organize and re-structure your career over 

the next two years. By the way he hasn’t been in Sag. since 1986/7/8 so if you were out and about back then hark 

back to your memories of how your career options changed then for clues. Fishy careers usually involve Sagittarian 

options woven in with your natural artistic and mystical tendencies. You are the kids who intuitively tap into the 

‘zeitgeist’ to bring in the collective themes of the spirit of the times. This is why photography and the film and 

visual arts industries are the domain of Pisces. What messages do you have to share? It’s time to start doing the 

hard work necessary to bring them into the world.  

Jupiter is the traditional ruler of Pisces so he’s a very important energy for you as wherever he is travelling is 

especially potent for your growth at any time.  He’s now in Virgo opening a major 12 year cycle to improve all 

manner of partnerships in your life and he’s here until September 2016. You’ll be in ‘attractor’ mode magnetizing 

the people and alliances you need to grow your life from here so make sure your own magnetic field is clear and 

clean so you ‘attract’ the right ones! Traditionally this is an excellent phase for marriage and/or existing setups 

grow more positive, but sometimes there’s the need to expand your life by letting go of situations that have done 

their time as Jupiter can bring opportunity disguised as loss. Public Relations and promotion action is the other 

major feature here to sell your brand or promote your message, so don’t miss this opportunity, and it’s worth 

bringing in professional support if you don’t have these skills yourself. 

Jupiter then ventures into a powerful phase from mid-September as he brings excellent growth to your financial 

affairs through alliances with people who will support your life purpose and emotional safety. Evolution here also 

requires you enhance your power by understanding the psychological patterns that run your life and changing any 

that are blocking your freedom to be the ‘shape shifter’ who enlightens the ideals that run our world.   

A general note to us all re Mercury and his retrograde periods in 
2016. Mercury retrogrades (apparently goes backward) three 
times each year. As this is the planet whose magnetisms affect all 
forms of communication these periods are when IT and gizmos 
don’t work properly and messages/mail gets lost…you get the 
idea. So don’t buy new appliances, be aware that travel plans 
may change, avoid signing contracts etc. as details are often 
incorrect. Mind you some folks don’t experience these problems 
because of their horoscope makeup, so check your chart with me 

to support planning your year on all levels…saves so much time and mess!   2016 Mercury retro periods are in 
EARTH signs highlighting opportunities to re-do, re-evaluate and re-organize the systems that run your life.  

Capricorn 5
th

 to 25
th

 January – but not till 14
th

 Feb for full steam ahead  
Taurus  28

th
 April to 22

nd
 May – but not till 8

th
 June for full steam ahead 

Virgo  30
th

 August to 22
nd

 September – but not till 6
th

 October for full steam ahead 
 

I extend my warmest good wishes to you all for a fabulous 2016  no matter what your ‘belief system’, 
as we know that we are all one in the community of humanity and ultimately we all laugh & cry and 
love our kids and want the world to be a peaceful place! Thanks a million to all my faithful friends 
who have been part of my own journey through my monthly newsletters. I would not bother keepin 
on keepin on if it wasn’t for your messages of thanks and support as I am just a little lady doing my 
small part to help awaken us to the marvelous opportunity for evolution currently unfolding. If you 

would like to make a contribution to my unpaid work behind the scenes here’s a paypal link You can 
donate here if you’d like  

 

http://www.universalastrology.com.au/donation.html
http://www.universalastrology.com.au/donation.html

